The polytropic equation that relates pressure, P, and mass density, p, in a parcel of solar wind plasma as a function of time and distance has the form pp-T = constant,
where 1, is the polytropic index. When one also assumes an ideal gas, this takes the form
where T is the temperature, n is the number density, and S is the entropy. Rigorously, to determine 1, it is necessary to sample temperature and density within the same plasma parcel at different radial distances from the Sun. In practice, the requirement of sampling the same plasma parcel can be relaxed if different plasma parcels sampled at different heliocentric distances start with essentially the same entropy and the entropy remains constant with distance as, for example, appears to be the case for protons in the high-speed wind at high heliographic latitudes near solar activity minimum [Feldman et al., 1998 ]. 
where F(q J) is a constant for any given expanding cylindrical surface, but may vary from one surface to another. This equation simply states that all plasma parcels on an expanding cylindrical surface are equivalent in that they evolve in time in an identical fashion, as is required by the symmetry assumptions of the model. Since Osherovich and colleagues have assumed an ideal gas and a polytropic ielationship between gas pressure and mass density, (2) must be satisfied as well, so that F(W) is directly related to entropy by
where m is the average particle mass. etal., 1993a , b, 1995 , 1998 , 1999 Fainbergetal., 1996; Farrugiaet al., 1995 Farrugiaet al., , 1999 embedded.
Our own one-fluidsimulationshavebeenconcerned primarilywith dynamiceffectsassociated with coronalmassejection,CME, expansions,suchasthe forward-reverse shockpairsassociated with expansionsdrivenby high internalCME pressures [Goslingetal., 1994a [Goslingetal., , b, 1998 Gosling and Riley, 1996; Riley et aI., 1997] Osherovich claims that the choice of T > 1.0 in our simulations leads to a positive correlation between T and p at a fixed point in space, which he notes is contrary to electron observations within magnetic clouds. However, in many of our simulations we obtain neither a linear nor a positive correlation between log T and log p (or n) at a fixed point in space [Riley et aI., 2000] .
The relationship between T and n at a fixed point depends on the nature of the initial perturbation at the inner boundary of the simulation and on heliocentric distance. We obtain a straight line with positive slope in log T vs. log n space at a fixed point in space only when the plasma introduced at the inner boundary is isentropic and remains unshocked as it propagates outward from the Sun.
When both of these conditions are satisfied the slope of the log T vs. log n relationship at a single point does provide a direct measure of the value of T used in the simulation.
In some of our simulations we obtain strong negative correlations between T and n at a single point in space [Riley et al., 2000] . The upper panel of Figure 2 displays a random set of points in log T vs. log n space used to initialize a disturbance lasting 10 hours at 0.13 AU in a spherically symmetric, 1-dimensional, 1-fluid simulation in which T= 1.5. The speed at 0.13 AU was held constant at 702kin s -1 and the random density/temperature disturbance was preceded and followed by extended intervals of constant density and temperature, and thus also constant entropy. The cross marks the value of density and temperature for this ambient surrounding wind.
The simulation follows the evolution of the disturbance out into the heliosphere; the lower panel of Figure 2 shows the resulting log T vs. log n plot at 3.0 AU where the disturbance has evolved into a structure that is nearly in pressure balance. The cross in this panel denotes undisturbed ambient solar wind at 3 AU. All values of density and temperature are lower at 3.0 AU than at 0.13 AU owing to the spherical expansion of the solar wind and our choice of T > 1.0. Points in the perturbed ambient wind (small dots) lie roughly along a straight line with positive slope (0.5), indicating that the perturbation to the surrounding, initially isentropic, ambient wind produced by the initial disturbancewasdevoid of strongshocks. Onthe otherhand,pointswithin theoriginal disturbance pulse (largedots) lie roughly alonga line of negativeslope(-0.908)eventhough7 for theentiresimulationwas 1.5. The negative slope is a consequence of non-isentropicstructurein theinitial disturbance andevolutiontowardpressurebalance.Thus,negativecorrelationsbetween densityand temperature at a singlepoint in spacewithin a CME or magneticcloud may simply reflect thepresence of (non-isentropic) structurein theinitial disturbance closeto the Sunandthe tendencyfor such structureto achievepressurebalanceas it evolvesoutward [Gosling, 1999; Riley et al., 2000; Skoug et aI., 2000a] . And, of course, one can not directly infer the value of 7 from the log T vs. log n plot within the simulated CME in this case.
Finally, Osherovich and colleagues give the impression that negative correlations between T e and n e are not observed in the solar wind except within magnetic clouds. However, recent work [Skoug et aI., 2000a] demonstrates that negative correlations between T e and n e are common in much of the solar wind, including within CMEs in the solar wind that are not magnetic clouds. This is consistent with previous studies of solar wind thermal core electrons [Phillips and Gosling, 1990; Hammond et al., 1996] . That is, the negative Te-n e correlation in the solar wind does not depend on the presence of a magnetic structure with a flux rope topology. It has also been demonstrated that at 1 AU halo electrons do not contribute more to the total pressure in magnetic clouds than they do in other types of solar wind of comparable density [Skoug et al., 2000a] 
